Abstract In software engineering, impact analysis involves predicting the software elements (e.g. modules, classes, methods) potentially impacted by a change in the source code. Impact analysis is required to optimize the testing effort. In this paper, we propose an evaluation technique to predict impact propagation. Based on 10 open-source Java projects and 5 classical mutation operators, we create 17,000 mutants and study how the error they introduce propagates. This evaluation technique enables us to analyze impact prediction based on four types of call graph. Our results show that graph sophistication increases the completeness of impact prediction. However, and surprisingly to us, the most basic call graph gives the best trade-off between precision and recall for impact prediction.
method: given a method m, what are the other methods impacted if one changes m? In essence, this is a prediction problem.
As all prediction problems, there is a trade-off between different dimensions [18] . First, whether the prediction is precise (predicted nodes are actually impacted by the change): this is known as the precision of the method. Second, whether the prediction is complete (all actually impacted nodes are predicted): this is known as the recall of the method. Third, the time it takes to make the prediction. At the boundaries of the trade-off space, there are very precise systems, but they are slow and do not scale [1] . There are also very fast systems with very low precision. Finally, one can build degenerated cases predicting all nodes: these are complete by construction, but meaningless.
In this paper, we propose an evaluation technique based on mutation analysis intended to study these three dimensions of impact prediction. We use our evaluation technique for computing the accuracy of a change impact analysis based on call graphs. Call graphs encode how methods and functions call each others. There are many different call graphs, depending on whether they are statically or dynamically extracted, whether the analysis is context-sensitive or not, etc. In this paper, we consider four different call graphs: one generated by JavaPDG [29] , a publicly available tool, and three other call graphs that take into account different vectors of impact propagation, namely class fields and polymorphism. Our main research question is: how do these four different graphs perform in terms of precision, completeness and execution time?
To answer this question, we present a novel experimental protocol, inspired from mutation testing. We consider software equipped with a set of test cases (a.k.a. a test suite), and we introduce arbitrary changes (mutations) in it. When running the test suite, some of the test cases fail; we consider the set of such failing test cases as being the ground truth that we have to predict. To predict the impact of a given mutant in a method m, we compute the inverse transitive closure from m according to a call graph and select only these nodes that are test cases. To assess the performances of the technique, we compare the ground truth with the prediction. We obtain a confusion matrix from which we compute the precision and the recall of each call graph.
We run our protocol on 10 mainstream open-source Java software packages. For each of them, we create up to 3000 mutants using 5 different mutation operators. Then we compare the precision and recall of the prediction depending on the call graph that is used. Our results show that the sophistication indeed increases the completeness of impact prediction (higher recall). However, and surprisingly to us, the simplest call graph gives the highest trade-off between precision and recall for impact prediction (as computed by the F-Score).
To sum up, our contributions are:
-an algorithm to numerically analyze the accuracy of an impact analysis technique based on mutation testing; -the definition of four kinds of call graphs for impact prediction.
-a large scale impact prediction experiment on 10 projects and 17,000 mutants comparing these 4 kinds of call graphs.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 defines our protocol, Section 3 presents our experiments and results, Section 4 discusses the related work and Section 5 concludes this paper.
Contributions
In this section, we present our contributions. The first contribution is an evaluation technique of impact prediction (Section 2.2). The second contribution is the definition and evaluation of four types of call graphs used for impact prediction (Section 2.3). In addition, we propose a visual representation of the impact graph (Section 2.4). Finally, we present the implementation of this work (Section 2.5).
Definitions
Change Impact Analysis (a.k.a. CIA) is defined by Bohner [6] as "the determination of potential effects to a subject system resulting from a proposed software change". In this paper, we use Bohner's definition of the basic software change impact analysis process [6] .
Assuming a change has been performed, Bohner defines the following sets used in impact analysis: (i) the "starting impact set" (SIS) is the list of software parts which can be impacted by the change; (ii) the "candidate impact set" (CIS ⊂ SIS)
1 is the list of software parts predicted as impacted by a change impact analysis technique; (iii) the "actual impact set" (AIS ⊂ SIS) is the list of parts of the software which are actually impacted by the change; (iv) the "false negative impact set" (F N IS) is the list of missed impacts by the technique 2 ; (v) the "false positive impact set" (F P IS) is the list of over-estimated impacts returned by the technique (i.e. false positives). Formally, the F P IS and F N IS sets are defined as:
A Novel Evaluation Technique for CIA
We present here a novel approach for evaluating a change impact analysis technique I. The evaluation is based on the concept of actual impact set and candidate impact set presented in Section 2.1. The closer the candidate impact set determined by I is, the more accurate is the technique. Our evaluation consists in assessing repetitively the impact prediction technique I with a changed version of a program to determine how accurate the prediction is. These changed versions of the programs are artificially obtained using mutation testing, as presented in Section 2.2.1. Running the test cases on mutants produces the actual impact set of failing tests.
In Section 2.2.3, a way of computing the accuracy of I is presented. It relies on four metrics: the precision, the recall, the F -score and the completeness.
Impact Evaluation with Mutants
We use mutation testing to obtain data used for determining the accuracy of a change impact analysis technique. Software mutants are used here as a way to simulate artificial faults. Indeed, a mutation consists in a random change in the source code. This is likely to result in an unexpected (i.e. faulty) behavior, and thus in failing test cases. These failing test cases are the actual impact set. Then, using a change impact technique I, the candidate impact set is obtained.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the global process of generating changes, obtaining the actual impacts (i.e. the AIS -Actual Impacted Set) and the estimated impact (i.e. the CIS -Candidate Impacted Set) using an impact prediction technique I. This algorithm takes as input: (i) the software package under study, (ii) an impact prediction technique, and (iii) a mutation operator that is responsible for mutation injection.
Algorithm 1:
Computes the candidate and actual impacted sets using mutation injection, test execution and call graph.
Input: Σ the software package. I an impact prediction technique. mop a mutation operator. Output: a map containing for each mutant (key) the CIS and AIS sets. The output of the algorithm is a map which contains for each mutant, the set of actual impact set (AIS) and the candidate impact set (CIS). In line 3, we get the set of test cases (testCases) from the input software Σ. In lines 4-6, we select (filterElements), mutate (mutants) and test the appropriate elements in the software. Appropriate elements are syntactic entities to which the specific change can be applied. In line 7, we determine the test cases impacted by the mutation (impactedTests) according to the impact prediction technique I (i.e. the candidate impacted set). In line 8, the function failingTests returns the set of test cases that fail when running the mutated version of the software (i.e. the actual impacted set).
Some mutants are said to be unbounded. An unbounded mutant is a mutant for which an impact prediction technique is not capable of predicting something because of a lack of information (which is different from predicting no impact). The reason for which this happens is related to the prediction technique under consideration. For the one considered in this paper, the unbounded mutants are discussed in Section 2.3.
One-Impact Mutant-Level Accuracy Metrics
In this section, we define 3 metrics used to analyze the output of Algorithm 1 for each mutant (i.e. each prediction). These 3 metrics quantify and characterize the accuracy of an error impact analysis.
The precision P is the proportion of test cases predicted by the impact prediction technique which are actually impacted. It is computed using Equation (3) . The recall R is the proportion of test cases predicted by the call graph with regards to all test cases that are actually impacted. It is computed using Equation (4). The F-score F combines both metrics by computing their harmonic mean as in Equation (5) . The precision, recall, and F-score are computed for a given mutant m. We have:
where vertical bars such as |E| denote the cardinality of the set E.
Global Accuracy Metrics
In this section, we present the metrics used to determine the accuracy of a change impact analysis technique I as a whole. This is a global accuracy over observations made on results over all impacts presented in Section 2.2.2. Let K be the set of all killed mutants considered in a given experiment. A mutant is considered as killed as soon as at least one test case fails after running the mutant, while it did not fail on the unmutated version of the program. The accuracy of a change impact prediction technique is characterized by the average of the precision (P ), the recall (R) and the F -scores (F ) over all elements of K.
Moreover, inspired by Arnold et al. [3] , we define four sets to categorize the four types of possible predictions: S (same), O (overestimate), U (underestimate) and D (different). These are based on Bohner sets presented in Section 2.1. Each mutant belongs to either one of these 4 sets. For a given mutant, we compute F P IS and F N IS. Then, there are four cases:
-if F P IS = F N IS = ∅, the mutant belongs to the S set. It implies that the CIS and the AIS are strictly equal (AIS ∩ CIS = AIS = CIS)).
|S|
|K| is the proportion of cases for which our method finds all and only actual impacts, which implies we cannot do better predictions for these cases; -if F P IS = ∅ and F N IS = ∅, the mutant belongs to the O set. In this case, we have AIS ⊂ CIS.
The change impact analysis technique is able to determine all impacts but it over-estimates them as it returns more impacts than actually happens. These scenarios are not perfect but are considered as safe [3] as they return at least all the impacted elements; -if F P IS = ∅ and F N IS = ∅, then the mutant belongs to the U set. In this case, we have CIS ⊂ AIS. The change impact analysis technique under-estimates the impact set as it returns less elements than the number of elements actually impacted; -if F P IS = ∅ and F N IS = ∅, then the mutant belongs to the D set. The change impact analysis technique returns different impacts than the actual ones (even if some impacts may be estimated correctly).
In the two last cases, the change impact analysis technique under study misses impact candidates. These 4 sets are disjoint, and each killed mutant belongs to either one of these 4 sets. {S, O, U, D} is a partition of the set of killed mutants K; hence, we have:
Algorithm 2 describes how each mutant is assigned to a set. We also define the set C (complete) as being the set of mutants for which the candidate impact set contains all actually impacted methods, maybe more. In other words, for these mutants, the change impact analysis method does not miss any impact. Formally, we define the set C as:
We define the completeness as p C = |C| |K| . It quantifies the extent to which a given call graph approximates the impact of a given mutation. p S = |S| |K| quantifies the extent to which a given call graph perfectly determines the impact of a given mutation.
Unbounded mutants presented in Section 2.2.1 belong to the U set (N ⊂ U). The precision and recall for these unbound mutants are both equal to 0. 
Call Graphs for Impact Prediction
Now, we present a family of four different types of call graphs we use for impact prediction. Each member of this family abstracts a particular way error may propagate in a piece of software. A discussion about the reason we choose to use call graphs as a change impact prediction technique is presented in Section 3.3.1. To the best of our knowledge, no author has proposed to use such variants of call graphs from the viewpoint of change impact prediction. Consequently, no accuracy comparison study of these call graphs has ever been made before.
Call graphs model how software methods are called. If an error is present in a software method, methods calling it may themselves be impacted by the error. Exploring the call graph is a way for estimating the impact of a change. As an example, a drawSquare method calls a drawLine one. In the resulting call graph, there is an edge such as drawSquare −→ drawLine. If the drawLine method has been changed, this is likely that the drawSquare method which calls it (i.e. depends on it) will be also impacted by the change. In this paper, we take the definition of call graph by Grove et al. [13] : "the program call graph [as] a directed graph that represents the calling relationships between the program's procedures (...) each procedure is represented by a single node in the graph. Each node has an indexed set of call sites, and each call site is the source of zero or more edges to other nodes, representing possible callees of that site". However, this definition of call graph allows many variations. Hence, we consider in this paper a family of 4 different call graphs. Table 1 lists them. Figure 1 illustrates the key differences between these 4 call graphs.
The first one is the call graph obtained using the JavaPDG tool by Shu et al. [29] . We refer to such a call graph as C S , where "S" refers to the first author of the paper. In such a call graph, overriding methods are not resolved. Thus, if the method A.foo() overrides the method B.foo(), and the method C.bar() calls A.foo(), the call graph will contain a call from C.bar() to A.foo(). Figure 1 gives another example of this point: methods biz1() and biz2() both call the same method, but the former calls it on a B object and the latter on an A object. However, in the call graph, both are resolved with the same node. C B is a similar basic call graph which uses the signature of the class according to the static type of the receiver, as illustrated in Figure 1 . We see that in this call graph, the method biz1() and biz2() both call a foo() method, but the former on a B object and the latter on a A object. Formally, for C S and C B , if method m calls method n, there is an edge node m −→ node n . However, errors may propagate through edges that are neither in C S nor in C B . Thus, we propose two other flavors enriching C B by handling some object-oriented programming concepts.
C H takes into consideration the class hierarchy analysis (a.k.a. CHA) [10] to take inheritance and interface implementation into consideration. To do so, for each method, we explore the classes extended and the interfaces implemented by the class in which the method is defined. We add edges from the parent definition method to the overridden method in the hierarchy. Formally, if a method m implements an abstract class or an interface method n, there is an edge node n −→ node m . This is illustrated on Figure 1 where we observe that an edge has been added from A.foo() to B.foo().
C F takes into consideration CHA but also reads and writes to fields. Indeed, when a method writes to a field, it modifies its content and thus, potentially inserts an error in it. In the opposite situation, a method which reads a variable on which an error has been inserted may be impacted by this error. Thus, when writing to a variable, the propagation goes from the method to the variable, but on the opposite way, when reading, the propagation goes from the variable to the method. Formally, if method m reads the field f, there is an edge node m −→ node f . If m writes the field f, there is an edge node m ←− node f . This is illustrated on Figure 1 : a node has been added for the bar field and two edges have been added: one from C.biz2() to C#bar for the write operation and one from C#bar to C.biz1() for the read operation. This feature is similar to the method-level data dependency edge presented by Shu et al. [30] with the difference that we add a node and two edges between the calls where they directly add an edge. However, from a propagation point-of-view, both approaches are totally equivalent. Figure 2 illustrates a simple application of the Algorithm 1 using a call graph. Three types of nodes are presented: application nodes (plain circle), test nodes (circle with a T) and the changed node which is itself an application node (double circle). The mul method is a multiplication method. As we can see, both the power method (pow) and the factorial method (fac) use the multiplication one. Moreover, another operand method (op) is also defined but not called explicitly in the call graph. This method uses reflection (which is not resolved statically) to call the mul method, resulting in the absence of edge between op and mul. Moreover, each method has its associated test method prefixed by test.
Elaborated Example
All test nodes belong to the System Impacted Set (SIS) and are all potentially impacted. We use mutation injection to produce a change to the mul method. Running test cases on the changed version of the code gives a list of failing and passing test cases. As these results are obtained by the execution of the program, the failing test cases make the actual impacted set (AIS). In this example, we suppose that there are two actually impacted test cases: testMul and testOp illustrated by the thin box.
As explained earlier, we use call graphs as impact analysis technique. In our example, we determine which nodes are connected to the impacted one (the mul method node). By exploring recursively the edges in the reverse direction, we reach two test nodes: testPow and testMul. These form the candidate impacted set (CIS), illustrated by the thick box.
Two other sets can also be observed. The testPow test method is a false positive as it is reported as impacted by our impact prediction technique but does not actually fail when running the test cases program. These test cases belong to the False Positives Impacted Set (FPIS) illustrated by a dotted box. On the other hand, the testOp test method is a false negative: running the test cases reports this test method as impacted, but there is no path from the impacted method (mul) to the testOp test method. These test cases belong to the False Negatives Impacted Set (FNIS) illustrated by a dashed box.
Let us now discuss the case of unbounded mutants N (N ⊂ U) presented in Section 2.2.1. N contains all mutants for which the prediction is not possible because of the call graph. This happens for different reasons: certain call graphs such as the C S may contain only nodes corresponding to the first definition of a method and do not resolve the inherited ones. Thus if the change occurs in an overridden method, it would not be found in the call graph. Another scenario is when the mutation occurs in a method which is defined but not actually called in the code (e.g. as equals). Mutants in N set are removed from K. Clearly, the set of mutants belonging to N depends on the call graph being used. This point is visible in the experimental section, where we give the cardinality of N for each type of call graph we work with.
Visualization
In this section, we propose a visualization of error propagation: this feature provides developers with an idea of the potential consequences of software mutation and the complexity of its impact. Figure 3 illustrates an error-introducing change in Apache Commons Lang. This illustration includes concepts of both contributions: the call graph per se and the impacted sets presented in the evaluation technique. Each node represents either a method or a field, and each edge represents a call to a method. The blue cross is the node where the mutation occurs. Purple stars are missed test cases (i.e. detected only by the test suite execution), red diamonds are incorrectly predicted test cases (i.e. predicted by the call graph but not by the test suite execution), green boxes are correctly predicted test cases (i.e. found by both techniques) and black circles are application nodes. As an example, the graph illustrated on Figure 3 is composed of 56 nodes with 7 correctly predicted, 7 missed test cases, 23 incorrectly predicted nodes and 19 application nodes. As there are missed and incorrectly predicted test cases, this error-introducing change belongs to the D set. In the example, we notice the multiple propagation paths that exist from the node at which the error has been introduced to the impacted test nodes.
Implementation
The experiments conducted in this paper are implemented in three different tools. The code of these tools is publicly available on Github 3 . The first tool is named simple mutation framework (smf ): this is our mutation tool. Several mutation tools exist, for instance Javalanche 4 , or Pitest 5 . However, we need a full control over the mutation process and on extracted information. So, we have implemented ours. The second tool, named softminer, extracts the call graph from Java source code. The third tool is named pminer : it implements the prediction analysis (Algorithms 1 and 2, propagation prediction from Only the interesting part of the call graph is represented here; the call graph is much larger, made of 6000+ nodes. Black circle are the nodes that propagate the mutation injected in the node denoted with a blue cross. Nodes illustrated by green boxes, red diamonds and purple stars are test cases related to the injected mutation. Green boxes nodes are test cases that are correctly predicted as impacted by the injected mutation; these are true positives. Red diamonds nodes are test cases that are predicted as impacted, but are not; these are false positives. Purple stars nodes are test cases that should have been predicted as being impacted but have not been; these are false negatives. Table 2 List of mutation operators considered in this paper. Java operators T and F stand respectively for true and f alse boolean types. With binary operators, L and R stand respectively for left operand and right operand.
ID
Name Java operators ABS Absolute value insertion java.lang.M ath.abs()
call graphs and accuracy computations). The call graph being used is either generated by softminer, or generated by JavaPDG. Both smf and softminer use Spoon, an open-source library for analyzing and transforming Java source code [24] . Our technique requires mutation operators. We consider the five mutation operators presented by King and Offutt [16] . As shown by Offutt et al., these five operators are sufficient to effectively implement mutation testing [23] . These operators are listed in Table 2 : the leftmost column is the three letter acronym used by King and Offutt, the central column is the full name, and the rightmost column lists the set of operators implied in the mutation. A mutation operator changes a single atomic element. Any software source code elements may be considered in a mutation.
As these operators are originally intended for the Fortran programming language, we adapted them in order to make them compatible with Java programming language (see the Java operators implied on rightmost column of Table 2 ). Our Fortran to Java adaptations of the operators are: (i) Absolute value insertion (ABS) in which each numerical expression (variable or method call) or literal is replaced by its absolute value. (ii) Arithmetic operator replacement (AOR) in which each arithmetic expression using Java arithmetic operators +, -, *, /, % is replaced by a new arithmetic expression with the same operands but where the operator is changed into another one of the same family, chosen uniformly at random. Two other mutation candidates are also the left and the right operand alone, after removing the operator and one of the two operands; (iii) Logical connector replacement (LCR) in which each logical expression using Java logical operators && and || is replaced by a new logical expression with the same operands but where the logical operator is changed by another one. Moreover, each logical expression may also be mutated by the constants true and false. Two other mutation candidates are also the left and the right operand alone, after removing the operator and one of the two operands. (iv) Relational operator replacement (ROR) in which each relational expression using Java relational operators <, <=, >, >=, == and != is mutated to a relational expression with the same operands but where the relational operator is changed with another one. Moreover, each relational expression may be replaced by the constants true and false; (v) Unary operator inversion (UOI) in which each arithmetic and logical expression is mutated. Arithmetic expressions are mutated to their opposite value (i.e. multiplied by -1), their incremented value (i.e. add 1) and their decremented value (i.e. subtract 1). Logical expressions are complemented (i.e. apply the not (!) Java operator).
Experimental Evaluation
We run our Algorithms 1 and 2 for the 4 kinds of call graphs presented in Table 1 , on a dataset of 10 Java programs using 5 mutation operators. This enables us to answer the following research questions:
Research Question 1 What is the difference between the different types of call graphs in terms of impact prediction accuracy? We determine the prediction capabilities offered by each call graph and whether field analysis and inheritance analysis improve or decrease the prediction of error propagation.
Research Question 2 Is impact prediction project-dependent or mutation-dependent? It may happen that one call graph is good for predicting the error propagation given a specific mutation operator. This is what we call mutation-dependent error impact prediction. The same question may be raised regarding projects. Answering this question allows us to determine the level of genericity of our approach.
Research Question 3 What are the reasons of the bad accuracy of impact prediction using call graphs? To answer this question, we manually investigate some cases where the prediction is poor to better understand the reasons leading to a discrepancy between predictions and the actual execution of code.
Research Question 4 What is the trade-off between the accuracy and the time needed to compute the impact prediction? Running the test suite is a good and precise way to know the actual impact of a change, but this requires important execution time. On the other hand, a method based on call graphs is cheap in time but less precise in its prediction. As explained above, it may over-estimate or under-estimate the actual propagation of a change. We want to better characterize the trade-off between accuracy and time needed for impact analysis.
Dataset
We consider a dataset composed of 10 Java software packages. It is composed of the following projects: Apache Commons Lang, Apache Commons Collections, Apache Commons Codec, Apache Commons Io, Google Gson, Jgit, Jodatime, Apache Shindig, Spojo and Sonarqube. When the project is made of several sub-projects, we consider only the main one. Tables 3 and 4 report the key descriptive statistics about these projects. Table 3 gives the name, the version, the git commit-id (starting with #) or the svn revision number (starting with 'r') and the number of lines of code (computed using cloc 6 ) of the software being analyzed. Table 4 describes the different call graphs under investigation. This table is made of four couples of columns which give the number of nodes and edges composing each call graph, namely C S (call graph obtained using JavaPDG tool), C B (our basic call graph), C H (our call graph with CHA) and C F (our call graph with CHA and fields). The generated data used in this paper are publicly available on Github 7 .
We observe that the C S contains less nodes and edges than C B , C H and C F (excepted for Gson, where the C S has more nodes than C B and C H and for Collections, where the C S has more nodes than C B ). This is due to the fact that C S does not resolve the inherited method name, which means that if a method A.foo calls a method B.bar which extends C.bar, the graph only contains calls to the super method C.bar.
Since we have the same number of nodes for C B and C H , this validates our implementation because, we just added calls between some classes belonging to the same hierarchy. These methods are already present in C B , they are just called by the callee. In C H , we add edges between methods belonging to the same hierarchy, (i.e. overridden methods). The number of nodes and edges increases in C F because we introduce nodes and edges to reflect fields and their use (reads and writes). Table 4 Statistics about the call graphs for the projects considered in this paper.
Results
We now address the research questions introduced in Section 3. In particular, we present the accuracy for error impact analysis obtained with the different types of call graphs.
Research Question 1 What is the difference between the different types of call graphs in terms of impact prediction accuracy?
To answer this question, we compute the metrics presented in Section 2.2.3. Their values are given in Table 5 . The first, second and third columns give the project name, the mutation operator, and the number of killed mutants for the project. The remainder of the table is split into four parts, one for each type of call graphs. In each part, the first column (|N |) shows the number of mutants for which there is no node in the graph which corresponds to the method being mutated, or for which the corresponding node has no neighbor, i.e. contains no in/out edges. The second column (p S ) is the proportion of mutants for which the impact prediction is perfect (the failing test cases obtained from the call graph are exactly the ones obtained by test suite execution). The third column (p C ) is the proportion of mutants for which the impact prediction is complete, i.e. include all failing test cases. The fourth, fifth and sixth columns are the precision, recall and F-score averaged over all considered mutants. For each line, the value in bold font is the best F-score obtained among the four types of call graph.
The first observation is that C S has an important number of unbound mutants, more than 50% in some cases such as Codec with ABS mutation operator. The three other call graphs have less unbound mutants. Further investigations show that the main reason of unbound mutants for C S is that the mutation occurs in an inherited node method which is not resolved by C S (as presented in Section 2.3.1). For C B , C H and C F , unbound nodes are always nodes which are isolated (i.e. no connected edges). We noticed that in C B , C H and C F , these nodes are not always called in the software. Examples of such methods are equals, compare or some state testing method such as isInAlphabet for Apache Commons Codec project.
This explains low scores for C S as every unbound mutants have a precision and a recall equal to 0. This strongly highlights the fact this graph is not complete enough to perform good impact prediction analysis.
Considering the F-score values (F), we see that C B is the one which gives the best F-scores (in 18 cases out of 50, that is in more than 30% of cases) which indicates it is the best suited call graph for impact prediction. However, C H F-scores are close to the C B ones: in 10 cases out of 50, C H has similar values and in 16 cases out of 50 it has better ones, which means that C H is also a good candidate for impact prediction.
If a call graph shows better F-scores, the observation is valid for all mutation operators of the project, which indicates the impact prediction technique is project-dependent (see Research Question 2).
Let us now consider the p C metric, which indicates whether the prediction is sound (in which proportion of mutations impact that actually happens is not missed). From C S to C B , we have an average increase of p C around 20%. Then, considering fields and hierarchy indeed better captures the error propagation: the p C metric increases in average of 15% when taking into consideration class hierarchy analysis (from C B to C H ) and of 5% when also considering fields (C H to C F ). However, if we look at the increase project by project, we see important differences. Considering the inclusion of hierarchy (from C B to C H ), Gson and Jodatime have high p C average increases of respectively 49% and 41%, which implies a high usage of hierarchy in these projects. At the opposite, Collections and Io have lower p C values with both an average increase of 1.8%. The p C value can reach values as high as 100% for Spojo. The best increases are for Lang (resp. Io) with AOR mutation operator where p C raises from C S to C B from 31% to 90% (resp. from 27% to 86%) and for Gson with ROR mutation operator where p C raises from C B to C H from 36% to 93%.
A high recall value indicates that the prediction includes the actual impacted test cases. Thus, the complete set value is strongly linked with the recall. Indeed, we observe that the complete set value (p C ) is high when the recall value (R) is high. This is also a piece of evidence of the correctness of our experimental evaluation technique.
C B gives the best precision values of all other call graphs. Precision decreases when taking into account the hierarchy or the access to fields (C H and C F ). This makes us think that more nodes/edges are added, more impacted test cases can be found, which also means, more false positives.
Moreover, the precision varies greatly depending on the mutation operators and project: if we consider C H , it goes from lower values such as 0.09 for Gson with AOR mutation operator to higher ones such as 0.79 for Sonarqube with ABS mutation operator. This observation underlines again the project-dependent side of the impact prediction technique (see Research Question 2).
The four types of call graph under consideration are not equivalent for impact prediction. According to our protocol, the best one is C B , which does not consider Class Hierarchy Analysis and field analysis. The main reason is that the sophistication of Class Hierarchy Analysis and field analysis increases the recall of impact prediction but decreases too much the precision.
Research Question 2 Is impact prediction project-dependent or mutation-dependent?
Let us again consider Table 5 . Now, we focus on the difference between projects and mutation operators: (i) the values differ strongly from one project to another for a given mutation operator (e.g. considering the ABS mutation operator with C B , 3% in p S for Apache Commons Codec, 19% for Jodatime and 43% for Sonarqube); (ii) the values differ less from a mutation operator to another for a given project (e.g. considering the Apache Commons Codec with C B , values range from 2% in p S for LCR mutation operator to 5% for ROR mutation operator).
These observations highlight the fact that the accuracy of the call graph impact prediction technique depends more on the project than on the mutation operator. Though instantiated through software projects, this observation really concerns the architecture of the software project, or the Table 5 The main metrics of impact prediction based on four different call graphs. |K| is the number of killed mutants. |N | is the number of unbound mutants (see Section 2.2.3). p S = |S| |K| is the proportion of mutants for which the predicted impact exactly matches the actual one. p C = |C| |K| is the proportion of mutants for which the prediction is complete (i.e. does not miss any impacted test case), P is the precision averaged over all killed mutants, R is the recall averaged over all killed mutants, and accordingly, F is the F -score averaged over all killed mutants. Call graph-based impact prediction is influenced by the structure of call graphs and by the mutation operators used in the experiment. The project-dependence is higher than the mutation operator dependence.
Research Question 3 What are the reasons of the bad accuracy of impact prediction using call graphs?
The answer to Research Question 1 has reported both low and high accuracy of impact prediction using call graphs. To gain even better knowledge about call graphs, we have performed an investigation on a set of cases for which the prediction error is particularly bad. We now discuss our main findings.
Our technique is based on a static call graph. Hence, the call graph does not handle the use of Java Reflection mechanism. The reflection mechanism is resolved at run time while the call graph is built in a static manner. Obviously, this leads to discrepancies between the results of our analysis, and the outcome of the execution. However, we may detect the use of reflection in a project since then, the source code refers to some specific classes/packages in the Java library (package java.reflect). In practice, we may raise a warning to the user about the use of reflection mechanism so that he would take special care when interpreting the impact.
We also notice that the test cases are not independent from each others. Since mutation analysis is costly, we execute them in parallel. In the case of Apache Common Io, the parallel execution of tests sometimes results in failing test cases, where the failure is due to parallel execution and not the mutation itself. The reason is that Apache Common Io extensively uses the hard drive. As our parallel test cases run on the same hard drive space (i.e. folder), they try to read/write/create identical folders/files. Consequently, some test cases fail due to this parallel I/O but it is not due to the mutant itself. There are different ways to address this problem: the easiest one is to run one instance of test at a time in a manner that the I/O is not shared. Another way is to duplicate the project for each mutation operator in a way that if they run in parallel, each one benefits of its own drive space.
The bad accuracy is related to a low recall and/or a low precision. The low recall of call graphbased impact prediction is caused by missing edges in the graphs (e.g. because of reflection). The low precision is caused by too many edges in the considered graphs, especially for C H and C F .
Research Question 4 What is the trade-off between the accuracy and the time needed to compute the impact prediction?
Now that we have a clearer understanding of the precision and recall of call graph-based impact prediction, we concentrate on the execution time of the prediction. Table 6 gives the computation time for each project (column 1) of our dataset. Each time related to the call graph is given for the four types of call graph (C S , C B , C H and C F ). These times are: (i) t test , the time required to run the test suite (column 2); (ii) the time required to build the call graph for each call graph type (columns 3, 5, 7, and 9); (iii) the average time of impact prediction Table 6 Main computation time to run each test suite, to build each call graph and to predict one impact using each call graph. based on the call graph, i.e. computing one impact prediction (column 4, 6, 8, 10). The average time of impact prediction is expressed in milliseconds, for instance it takes 0.11 millisecond in average to make an impact prediction in Apache Commons Codec with C H . First, we observe the time needed to generate call graphs with JavaPDG (C S ). We observe that it takes several hours to generate the call graph with all elements. For the smallest project, Spojo, it takes 16 minutes. For the largest, Jgit, it takes almost 2 days of computation. This aspect is linked to the fact that JavaPDG also builds a finer graph (the Program Dependence Graph) before extracting the call graph. Thus, using JavaPDG has an important cost in time.
If we focus on C B , C H and C F , we observe that building these graphs takes from 1 to 11 seconds (with an average time of 2.6 seconds) for all projects and call graphs being considered. Furthermore, it takes less than 5 seconds for almost all projects (except for Jgit and Jodatime which are the two largest projects, which both require respectively up to 10.8s and 8.1s). The building process seems to last longer with lighter types of the graph (i.e. C B ) than with heavier ones (i.e. C F ). However, our implementation always lists all elements, but just filter out some nodes depending on the type of graph. Thus, these differences in time are more probably explained by the system load at the moment of the generation.
Once the graph is built, determining an impact takes less than 45ms for all projects, and even less than 5ms for all projects except again for Jgit and Jodatime. These observations also apply to graphs generated using JavaPDG: all predictions are made in less than 5ms (except for Jgit: 5.25ms). We observe that prediction times using JavaPDG are generally larger. These differences are likely to be related to the fact that the graph is obtained by third-party software, the data returned is not exactly the same as ours. Thus, some additional on-the-fly data transformations are required to find good nodes in the graph. Overall, these prediction times are equivalent.
If we compare the prediction for C B , C H and C F , we can see that the prediction time increases with the size of the software and the graph. Thus, C F which is the largest graph (as it contains more nodes and edges) increases the required time for prediction, but this increase remains reasonable (maximum absolute value of 41ms). This is expected since prediction is based on path enumeration in the graph. Prediction with a lighter version of the call graph (C B ) performs impact analysis in less than 1ms for all cases.
One can determine actual impacts directly by running the program test cases. Thus, if we look at the time required for the execution of the test cases, we see that the minimal time required is 3 seconds for the smallest project (Spojo) and can reach values as high as 387.3 seconds for Sonarqube. The time required to build the call graph is smaller to the time required to run test cases for software.
This shows that using call graphs to predict impacts costs less than running test suites. If we consider Apache Common Codec, the time required to build a call graph is more than 33 times smaller than the time required to run the entire test suite. And by comparison, the time to make a prediction is orders of magnitude smaller than the time to run the test suite. This observation is interesting as it underlines the fact that using an impact prediction technique based on a call graph can quickly provide some insight of the consequences of a change on the tests. One can first run the returned test to directly find failing ones, which represents a gain of time for the developer.
Furthermore, the call graph has the advantage that during software evolution, many changes would have no impact on it (e.g. changing an operator, shifting a line in the code, etc.). Thus, the same call graph can be used for predicting the impact of several simultaneous changes before requiring graph regeneration. Moreover, when it is required to recompute it, the time to build the call graph is reasonable, within seconds for our dataset with a maximum of 11 seconds for Jgit. This makes it possible to use such an impact prediction on the fly in the development environment (IDE).
This opens interesting research avenues, where one first performs very fast approximation of error propagation before performing more sophisticated static analyses. This can even be used in a preprocessing step for a dynamic analysis. Now consider that large companies have hundreds of thousands of interrelated test cases, as in the case of Google [28] . It is likely that these scenarios will be more and more common, and that low-level, detailed analysis of the computation will fail to scale. We think that such settings will need very fast approximation of impacts. The preliminary performance results we report here, with un-optimized software, make us confident that this is indeed possible.
Call graph-based impact prediction is orders of magnitude faster than actually running the test suite. The time cost to build the call graph is also much smaller. In a software codebase with a very large number of methods and test cases, the imprecision of call graph-based impact prediction is compensated by the gain in execution time. Passing from C B to C F makes prediction times slower, but these times remains acceptable for prediction and much faster than running test cases.
Discussion

Other Software Graphs
In this section, we motivate our choice of the call graph as a change impact analysis technique. Other software graphs can be used for impact prediction. Two examples discussed here are: (i) the program dependence graph (a.k.a. PDG) which contains more nodes/edges than the call graph as it contains more low-level elements (i.e. code instructions) from the source code; (ii) the class or the package dependency graph which contains less nodes/edges than the call graph as it contains only dependencies between classes or packages. That is, an edge is added between a class or a package A and a class or a package B every time a method of A access to any element (i.e. class, method, field, constant, etc.) of the class or package B.
If we consider a finer granularity graph (such as the program dependence graph, a.k.a. PDG), it will hardly scale with large programs. This intuition is validated with our first experiments: the time required for building PDG with the well-known program JavaPDG are important (cf. Table 6 ). Building a graph for all the programs of our experimental dataset took more than 4 days (with an average time per project of more than 10 hours).
To the opposite, coarser granularity (such as a class or package dependence graph) contains less information. An impact prediction for a change in a method Pkg.Foo.bar() is interpreted as a change introduced in the Pkg.Foo class or in the package Pkg. As a consequence, the resulting impacts are inevitably of the same granularity (i.e. classes or packages). This results in considering all tests of a test class (or a package) as also failing. That is, considering the amount of methods or fields a class can contain (and the number of class a package can contain), the resulting prediction will be inevitably bad, and it would be difficult to precisely locate the impacts. To better understand this point, we have computed the class and package dependency graphs for the projects in our dataset. We observe that we have more or less 10 times fewer nodes in a dependency graph than in a call graph, and less than 30 nodes in the package dependency graph. Similar observations can be made regarding the edges. Now if we consider the smallest project (Spojo) which contains 330 methods (nodes) and 890 calls (edges), we observe that the class dependency graph contains only 37 classes (nodes) and 69 dependencies (edges). These figures get even worse with the package dependency graph which contains only 7 packages (nodes) and 13 dependencies (edges).
To sum up, we use call graphs for impact prediction because it exhibits a good trade-off between performance and cost. Moreover as a test is a method, it is also a natural unit of decomposition.
Comparison against Impact Prediction Techniques
In this paper, we focus on characterizing the efficiency of different call graphs for impact prediction (depending on which features we include in the call graph computation -inheritance and fields). Comparing the accuracy of this technique to existing ones is another research question. We wanted to answer to such a research question but this is impossible so far. We identify two reasons that make such a comparative study a challenge.
The first reason is that the proposed tools do not necessarily work at the same granularity and/or language. As an example, some may observe code statements of C language [25] . The second reason is that the techniques which can be compared to ours [19] do not provide a publicly available implementation (even by contacting directly the authors). The latter reason is why we make all our implementation publicly available. To sum up, due to the lack of open tools, a comparative evaluation of impact prediction on Java software at the level of methods is not possible.
Threats to Validity
At a conceptual level, the main threat to the validity of our experimental results is that we consider the test suite execution as ground truth. However, it may be the case that the test cases miss the assertions that would detect the actually propagated error and thus fail. This threat is mitigated by our manual analysis.
Our large scale experiment confirms known and yet essential facts to be taken into account when doing mutation analysis. One of such a consideration is the fact a single mutant sometimes makes an entire test suite broken. As an example, if one uses a static field in a test class which is initialized by default with a mutated constructor then, if the mutation has made the constructor ineffective, it results in an unexpected behavior and an entire test class cannot be initialized. In such a situation, the test suite is reported as failing, and consequently, all test cases belonging to the test suite are reported similarly.
Another example is the fact that a test may hang. Indeed, let us imagine the mutation changes a loop condition which results in an infinite looping. To circumvent this problem, we add a timeout for each test. This way, we can determine if some hangs or not. It is equally important to use a reasonable timeout value for the project to avoid considering a test as hanging when it is not.
Qualitative Comparison
In this section, we discuss the most closely related work. Law and Rothermel [17] have proposed an approach for impact analysis; their technique is based on a code instrumentation to analyze execution stack traces. They compare their technique against simple call graphs on a small piece of software. Their evaluation is based on faults for only one project, and our experiment is much larger. Our technique is evaluated on 10 different software packages.
Hattori et al. [14] have used an approach based on call graphs to study propagation. Their evaluation is made on a small dataset made of three projects. Their goal was to show that precision and recall are good tools as evaluation of the performance for an impact analysis technique. We build on their work our evaluation metrics. Our key novelty is that we propose to use mutants for evaluation, and our study has much more subjects: 10 large scale open-source projects.
Cai et al. [8] have proposed a novel technique for impact prediction. Compared to ours, their technique is dynamic and it requires a costly instrumentation phase. In our work, the motto is to have a very fast technique without instrumenting the code, which gives a good approximation as shown by our experimental results. Their implementation is not publicly available for a quantitative comparison.
Related Work
Mutation testing is an old concept which has seen many contributions over years. Jia and Harman propose a survey regarding this topic [15] . In this section, we focus on the work that is related to ours. The most related work has already been discussed in 3.4.
Strug and Strug [31] use control flow graphs and classification for detecting similar mutants. Their approach is intended to reduce the number of mutants considered when doing mutation testing. We use these tools for change impact analysis. Do and Rothermel [11] describe a protocol to study test case prioritization techniques based on mutation. Their protocol and ours share the same idea, that of using test cases to determine which test cases are impacted by the change. However, we have a different goal: they study test case prioritization whereas we study impact prediction.
Change impact analysis has been studied for many years and many algorithms have been proposed. Many categorizations of such algorithms exist. Bohner and Arnold proposed two types of analysis: dependency analysis and traceability analysis [7] . The former analyzes the source code of the program at a relatively fine granularity (e.g. methods call, data usage, control statements, . . . ) while the latter compares elements at a coarser granularity such as documentation and specifications (e.g. UML, etc.). Moreover, different types of impact determination techniques are presented. According to this paper, our approach is a dependency analysis based on a transitive closure technique.
Bohner and Arnold [7] and Li et al. [19] list the notable graph-based approaches. Different types or variants of software graphs have been used to perform change impact analysis, a common example is the program dependence graphs (a.k.a. PDG) [20] . In the present paper, we focus on the call graph.
Walker et al. [32] propose an impact analysis tool named TRE. Their approach uses conditional probability dependency graphs in which a node represents a class, there is an edge from a node/class A to node B if A contains anything resolving to B. The conditional probabilities are estimated from data extracted from the CVS repository; more precisely, these conditional probabilities are estimated by the number of times two classes are changed on the same commit. Then, the impact of a change is determined based on the resulting graphical model. They work at the level of classes and give no concrete information about the evaluation. In contrast to this work, we work at a finer granularity (methods) which gives us more realistic data and we report numerical evidence for 10 Java packages.
Zimmermann and Nagappan [33] propose to use dependency graphs to estimate the most critical parts of a piece of software. Their approach uses network measures and complexity metrics to make the predictions. They assess their findings using some popular though proprietary software, where they are able to determine parts of the software that can cause issues. In contrast, we propose a technique to determine which parts of a piece of software will be impacted by a potential change. Moreover, we experiment our approach on 10 different open-source software packages.
Antoniol et al. [2] also address impact analysis. However, they consider a slightly different problem setting, because they take as input a bug report or a modification request and not a single source code element as we do. Their approach is less accurate as it takes into consideration documentation (i.e. bug reports) for change impact analysis. Our approach is more realistic as it is source-code centric: we only deal with existing elements obtained from source code. The same argument applies for the recent work by Gethers and colleagues [12] .
A classical paper by Moritoni and Winkler [22] also studies error propagation but they do it with the goal of having a perfect aproximation. By contrast, we perform approximations with the goal of exploring other trade-offs between precision and recall for impact prediction. Their work is more theoretical in essence, only on small toy examples, whereas we propose a study on real large-scale open-source source code.
Michael and Jones [21] alter variables during the program's execution in order to study how this affects ("perturbates" in their phrasing) the software. They focus on data-state perturbation, where we have a more global look of the software. Considering only variable perturbation does not take into consideration all the ways an error can propagate. According to our experiments, call egdes better reflect propagation than variable edges.
Challet and Lombardoni [9] propose a theoretical reflection about impact analysis using graphs. However, they do not evaluate the validity of their "bug basins" as we do in this paper.
Robillard and Murphy [27] introduce "concern graphs" for reasoning on the implementation of features. This kind of graphs may be assessed with the protocol we have presented here.
Binkley et al. [4, 5] propose observation-based slicing (a.k.a. ORBS). They propose to slice a piece of software in a "delete-execute-observe" paradigm. In this paradigm, the effects of a change are observed after executing the code (e.g. by running test cases). This paradigm is comparable to our approach where we mutate and then run tests to observe the impacts. However, these two techniques are totally different from each other: their technique focuses on a quite low granularity (statements) which makes their approach resource demanding. Our approach has the advantage to be light enough so that one can use it to do run time prediction.
Ren et al. [26] propose a tool entitled Chianti for change impact prediction as an Eclipse plug-in. However, beyond the common idea of reasoning about impacts, they target a completely different problem: we aim at finding sensitive methods, while they aim at finding the change responsible for a failure (a.k.a. a bug-inducing commit). Naturally, their techniques and evaluation follow completely different paths.
Conclusion
Predicting the impact of a change in a piece of software is an important matter. In this paper, we use different types of call graphs to predict the software elements that are likely to be impacted by a change in the software. For that purpose, we have introduced new variants of call graph. The goal of these new call graphs is to perform graph-based impact prediction. The different types of call graph we use contain an increasing amount of information, being more and more precise in their modeling of the interactions of the elements of a piece of software. We predict the impact of software changes by navigating in the graph, from the source of change to the different elements that may be reached. More information in the call graph leads to better prediction; however, once the computation effort comes into consideration, the trade-off between the computation cost and the accuracy of the prediction leads to interesting insights. Then, we are able to discuss whether one favors a fast approximation of the software elements to which a software change may propagate, or a slow, more precise, such prediction. To discuss these issues based on solid and practical grounds, we present a protocol for experimentally assessing the accuracy of call graphs for impact analysis. This novel technique, based on mutation testing, is fully automated and enables us to compute standard precision and recall measures. Specifically, we have executed our protocol on 10 mainstream open-source Java software packages. The analysis of the predicted impact of 17,000 mutants shows that one of the call graphs provides a good trade-off between precision and recall. Moreover, this call graph offers good execution times; this let us use it in real execution scenarios such as real time tools for assisting a developer while he is editing his source code; it may also be used as a tool for regression test selection.
Whether based on a static source code analysis, or the analysis of dynamic traces of execution, impact prediction is bound to imperfection. Performing a static analysis, some interactions between software elements cannot be correctly estimated (unless one assumes that any software can interact with any other one, which would obviously lead to far too many predicted impacts, that is far too many false positives). Hence, we do not have all information we need to be perfectly accurate in our estimation of the impacts. Situations where the lack of information has to be dealt with is an essential feature of machine learning; another essential feature of machine learning is to design approximate procedures to estimate quantities of interest, using reasonable computational resources, while keeping guarantees on the overall quality and soundness of the approach. Henceforth, our future work involves applying machine learning techniques to learn the paths in the call graphs where the errors propagate. This goal may be reached by using more information to characterize software elements (nodes) and their interactions (edges), and take advantage of this information to improve the estimation of the paths that propagate different types of software changes.
